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Abstract— The main factor considered during designing the in low 

power and high performance was the power consumption. It plays 

an important role in the above mentioned region. The concept of 

multi-bit flip–flop assembled structure has been implemented in the 

8-bit shift register circuit and shown the benefits of decreasing the 

total flip flop region and clock power in a design which was 

synchronous. At the post placement stage the consequences of 

implementing multi-bit flip-flops for the purpose of reducing the 

power consumption of the clock network is attempted. Considering a 

set of one bit flip–flops with the output and input the capacity 

constraint, timing constraints and the region constraint in a 

placement plane, an efficient routability-constrained approach is 

proposed to obtain multi-bit flip–flops for clock power minimization. 

Multi-bit flip–flop assembled structure is very successful and 

productive method in lower-power designs.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the rise of the clock frequency and the amount of 

transistors, the power consumption has become a bottleneck to 

realize a high performance design. Generally, flip–flops have 

ubiquitous applications in signal processing designs, routing 

interconnection planning and pipelined systems [1]. Given a 

design that the positions of the cells have been identified, the 

power utilized by clocking can be decreased further by 

replacing several flip-flops with multi-bit flip-flops. Thus, the 

resulting clock network would consume less power and utilized 

less routing resource. 

Applying MBFFs may have the following merits: 

1) Smaller design region due to clock gating cells and shared 

clock drivers; 

2) Controllable clock skew because of common enable signals 

and clock for a bunch of flip-flops; 

3) Improved routing resource utilization. 

Fig. 1 shows that a single-bit flip-flop with slave latch and 

master latch. “Clk” signal were used for operating the latches. 

The assembled structure of one 2-bit flip–flop can neglects two 

redundant inverters and the total region contributing to flip– 

flops can be decreased simultaneously. The positions of some 

flip-flops would be transformed after the replacement, and thus 

the wire lengths of nets linking pins to a flip-flop are also 

transformed. To reject violating the constraints related to 

timings, the restriction is that the length of wires of nets linking 

pins to a flip-flop cannot be higher than the stated values after 

this process.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Inverter elimination in a 2 bit flip- flop 

 

In this paper, first, a model of probabilistic congestion 

calculation is implemented to calculate routability on the bin 

edges in the placement plane. Second, approach related to an 

efficient routability-constrained is implemented to amalgamate 

1-bit flip–flops into some multi-bit flip–flops for clock power 

minimization.  
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In the placement phase, the position of each cell in a 

placement plane is generally identified based on some objective 

such as region, the completion of routing, or performance etc. 

To decrease the net switching power of the clock and the signal 

nets by selectively relocating and joining flip-flops into 

multi-bit flip-flops at the post-placement stage is attempted. 

Joining a group of flip-flops into a single MBFF will affect the 

length of wires and hence the net switching power of the signals 

linked to these flip-flops. In order to use multi-bit flip–flops to 

decrease power consumed by clock in synchronous design, 

three physical constraints must be considered: Timing 

constraint, Region constraint and Capacity constraint.  

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2 Wire length increase after merging two 1-bit flip–flops into a 

2-bit flip–flop. 
 

As shown in Fig. 2(a), there are two 1-bit flip–flops, FF1 and 

FF2, where FF1 is linked to input signal pin, P 
i 

1  and output 

signal pin, P 
o 

1, and FF2 is linked to input signal pin, P 
i 

2  and 

output signal pin, P 
o 

2. After constructing the 2-bit flip–flop, 

2FF, by Joining FF1 and FF2, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the wire 

lengths from FF1 to P 
i 

1 and P 
o 

1, and from FF2 to P 
i 

2 and P 
o 

2 

become higher and therefore the delays of the rerouted signals 

may lead to a timing violation in the design. Suppose that there 

are many  „r‟ flip–flops including 1-bit or multi-bit flip–flops in 

the given design. The whole power consumed by the design can 

be determined with the help of following equation: 

            
Where, 

MFFi is a flip–flop supported in the given supportive multi- bit 

flip–flop library,  

LFF, and pMFFi represents the power consumed by MFFi. 

 

The design meets certain constraints after flip-flop Joining. 

The first one is timing constraint. When multiple 1-bit flip-flops 

are amalgamated into a multi-bit flip-flop, the new multi-bit 

flip-flop may incur additional routing length due to the change 

of the position, and thus changes the timing. 

3. ROUTABILITY CALCULATION 

For routability calculation in a positioning plane i.e 

placement plane, the calculation process can be divided in to 3 

steps:  1) Routing way prediction, 2) Probabilistic congestion 

evaluation and 3) Routability evaluation. The computation flow 

is illustrated in Fig. 3.  

In order to examine the routability for a design during 

positioning, a positioning plan is commonly divided into a 

bunch of bins and then the congestion for each bin edge is 

calculated. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 the computation flow for routability estimation 

 

Given any bin edge in the positioning plane, its congestion is 

influenced by several routed net go through and its routed net 

capacity.  
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Fig. 4 a placement plane with a set of 4 × 4 bins and the representation 

of a bin Bi,j. 

 

In Fig. 4, For any bin, Bi,j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, there exists a horizontal 

bin edge, e
h

i,j, on the bottom boundary and a vertical bin edge, 

e
v
i,j, on the right boundary. All possible routing ways for all nets 

must be predicted to calculate the crossing relations between bin 

edges and nets. For any 2-terminal net under this modeling, if 

there exits any routing path going across the bin edge, e
h

i,j (or 

e
v
i,j), of the bin, Bi,j, its contribution of probabilistic congestion 

to the edge, e
h
i,j (or e

v
i,j), can be determined by the ratio between 

the total presence of routing paths through the edge, e
h

i,j (or e
v
i,j), 

and the total presence of all possible routing paths. Thus the 

routability sharing in the positioning plane can be determined as 

the inversion of congestion values for all the bin edges. 

4. ROUTABILITY-CONSTRAINED FLIP-FLOP 

JOINING PROCESS 

The design flow of the proposed routability-constrained 

flip–flop Joining process can be illustrated in Fig.5. In the first 

step, the constraints related with input and output timing for 

each 1-bit flip–flop are transformed into the corresponding 

length constraints in a positioning plane. In the second step, 

feasible position regions for all 1-bit flip–flops can be obtained 

based on the transformation model. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 design flow for routability-constrained flip–flop merging 

process. 

 

2.1 Construction of a Joining graph 

 

Based on the length extraction of any connection under a 

given timing constraint, the routing length of maximum output 

and input of all 1-bit flip–flops in a positioning plane can be 

extracted. Then, the length of maximum output and input are 

mapped into a Manhattan routing plane to identify the 

corresponding feasible positions for all the 1-bit flip–flops. In a 

Manhattan routing model, the Manhattan Circular Region 

(MCR) is defined as the collection of points within a fixed 

distance of a given point. For any 1-bit flip–flop, FLRk, its 

feasible postion region, FLRk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, can be obtained by 

intersecting two Manhattan circular regions, MCR
i
k, with the 

given pin, p
i
k, on the coordinate,( x

i
k, y

i
k), and its radius, l

i
k, for 

the input signal and MCR
o

k, with the given pin, p
o
k, on the 

coordinate,  (x
o

k, y
o
k), and its radius, l

o
k, for the output signal as 

illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6 feasible location region for a 1-bit flip–flop 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 construction of merging graph in 8-bit shift register. 

 

Algorithm: Joining Graph Constraint (F) Input: A        

positioning plane with a collection of 1-bit flip–flops, F, with 

output and input pins and the corresponding timing 

constraints; 

{Extract all lengths of maximum output and input routing 

based on their timing constraints;  

Construct an empty Joining graph, Gm and an empty list, L; 

for (any flip–flop, FFk, in F) {  

Construct two Manhattan circular regions, MCR
i
k and 

MCR
o
k based on p

i
k and p

o
k and their routing lengths, l

i
k and 

l
o

k;  

Construct a feasible postion region, FLRk based on the 

intersecting relation between two MCRs and store the FLRk  

in Lm;  

Add a vertex, vk, in Gm; } 

Sort all the FLRs in Lm on x-coordinate increasingly; 

   for (i = 1 to n) { 

      for (j = i + 1 to n){ 

      if (FLRi is intersecting with FLRj) 

   Add an edge, ei,j, between vi and vj in Gm;   } 

   } 

} 

Output the Joining graph, Gm;  

} 

The 8 feasible position regions, FLR1, FLR2, …, FLR8, in 

Fig. 7, the intersecting relations among the 8 feasible position 

regions are illustrated in Fig. 7. Furthermore, an undirected 

Joining graph, Gm (Vm, Em), can be constructed and illustrated in 

Fig. 7.  

 

2.2 Multi-bit flip-flop Joining 

Based on the information about the power of obtainable 

flip–flops in an ancillary multi-bit flip–flop library, it is clear 

that the bit number of flip flop is directly proportional to the 

savings of power. Hence, the multi-bit flip–flop Joining process 

is divided into two classes: Clique extraction for k-bit flip–flops 

and Iterative Joining for 2-bit flip–flops. In a Joining graph, a 

clique is a subgraph of the joining graph and any pair of vertices 

in the clique is linked. If a k-clique is found in the Joining graph, 

a k-bit flip–flop can be constructed under the timing constraints. 

In multi-bit flip–flop joining, a maximum clique in a 

amalgamate graph may be inapplicable if its corresponding 

multi-bit flip–flop is unobtainable in a ancillary multi-bit 

library. Based on the obtainable flip–flops in the library, an 

iterative approach for selecting feasible cliques in a Joining 

graph is performed. 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 
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Fig. 8. 8-bit shift register 

 

In this paper, first a novel design methodology of 

implementing multi-bit flip-flops at the post placement stage is 

elaborated in considering the 8-bit shift register. Here, each one 

bit shift register contains one Master and Slave latch. Therefore 

it consists of 8 Master latches and 8 Slave latches, totally 16 

latches as shown in fig.8.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Schematic of Inverter Elimination in 2- Bit Flip–Flop 

 

Second, to amalgamate the each 1-bit flip-flop of 8-bit shift 

register into multi-bit flip-flop, totally four 2-bit flip-flops can 

be obtained as shown in fig.9. 

 

 
Fig.10. Construction of merging graph in 8-bit shift registers (1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Construction of merging graph in 8-bit shift registers (2). 

 

 

 
Fig. 12. Schematic of Inverter Elimination (1) 

 

Further Joining can be done from fig. 9 as clearly shown in 

fig.12.  
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Fig. 13. Schematic of Inverter Elimination (2) 

 

Thus the multi-bit flip-flops approach neglects the clock 

inverter and saves the power consumed by clock in the 

synchronous design. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

According to the elimination feature of redundant inverters 

in Joining 1-bit flip-flops of 8-bit shift register, given the 

congested constraint of unallocated bins and the length of the 

input constraints and signals of all the 1-bit flip-flops is 

endeavored. The Routability-Constrained Flip–Flop Joining 

Process proposed in this paper is advantageous than the 

conventional approach in minimization of region and power. An 

effective multi-bit flip-flops Joining approach deals with the 

power of clock network. The experimental results proved that 

the multi-bit flip-flop approaches decreases the flip–flop region 

in order to control the power consumption of clock and also to 

manage the design which was synchronous.  
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